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**WHAT IS A VOUCHER?**

A voucher is a simple way for women and couples to help them decide when they have sex, help them plan their families, and receive health care when they need it.

**WHO USES VOUCHERS?**

Vouchers create demand for life-saving services among those who would not otherwise use these services.

**WHEN ARE VOUCHERS USED?**

Vouchers help narrow the access gap between poor and non-poor women.

**HOW DO VOUCHERS WORK?**

A voucher is a simple way for women and couples to help them decide when they have sex, help them plan their families, and receive health care when they need it.
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**ABOUT VOUCHERS**

Vouchers are transforming reproductive health access worldwide.

**WHERE ARE VOUCHERS USED?**

Where are vouchers used?

**WHY DO WE NEED VOUCHERS?**

Why do we need vouchers?

**FOR YOUTH**

Vouchers increase access to contraception among young women.

**WHERE ARE VOUCHERS USED?**
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Vouchers help narrow the access gap between poor and non-poor women.

**IMPACT OF VOUCHERS**

Institutional deliveries increased by a factor of 349,327
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